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Elden Ring offers an exciting fantasy action RPG experience that lets you create your own fantasy
character and adventures in a world full of adventure. Elden Ring fuses a fantasy setting with the
strategies of RPGs. The game has attracted many fans, and the latest version will be brought out in
October, 2018. ------------------------------------------------------------------- 【About Characters】 Character
Name: Elaisa Class: Warrior Race: Wolf (Indigo form) Age: 24 Height: 180cm Weight: 55kg Bio: Elisa
was born into a poor family. She did not inherit any magic power. She could not help but to be
bullied by others since she could not use magic. Elisa can endure harsh conditions as a normal
person. This day, Elisa has decided to become a Warrior and wants to protect the people she loves.
【Weapons】 Sword : Blade of Soul Magic : Soul Darts 【Armor】 Body : Wood Hide Armor Hands :
Leather Armor Head : Leather Helmet Back : Wood Hide Armor Chest : Chain Mail Hands : Leather
Armor Head : Leather Helmet Back : Wood Hide Armor Chest : Chain Mail Features Class: Warrior
Racial Abilities: Indigowolf Weapon: Blade of Soul Magic: Soul Darts Clothing: Leather (Leather
armor) Hands: Leather Armor (Leather Armor) Head: Leather Helmet (Leather Helmet) Back: Wood
Hide Armor (Wood Hide Armor) Chest: Chain Mail (Chain Mail) Accessories: Leather Armor (Leather
Armor) Body: Wood Hide Armor (Wood Hide Armor) Best Attribute(s): Charisma: B+ Strength: B+
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Mind: B+ Mana: B+ Health: B Physical Defense: A+ Average Attack: A Average Speed: A Attack
Range: - Magic Defense: B Special attack: N/A Special attack performance: A Description: This
2-person, high-heeled body armor equipped with breastplate and underwear, does not provide
resistance against physical attacks. It is good at blocking and protecting against magic attacks.

Elden Ring Features Key:
2 players fighting simultaneously for each other.
Follow the fate in the online realm as an additional character.
Construct your own and customize your character's abilities.
3D dungeons.
Massive online play.
POWER ATTACK
Evade/win against patterns in a whole range of difficulties.
The number of enemies, the timing of their attacks, and the speed of your response can decide the
outcome of battle.
Various weapon types including firearms, edged weapons, pole-arms, bows, and swords.
Full of variety in battle tactics.
Combine based on the elements of earth, wind, fire, and water and prepare well for the battle.

Encounter Locations
There are the Elden Elves, the Tiny Forest Guard, Dark Elves, the Lk'azzarj of Incubators, the Katochi Karkite,
the Last Corsair, the Library Knight, the Keeper of Legends, the Orgellos Knout, and others.
Locations used for online play [Primal Brand]:
BLAQUET RECRUITERS: Iffven, the Adviser, Aladeern, and a Templar named Grey.
BIG BANG NINJA: The Hinode, Danil, Jaktin, and Xen Vorgalen.
BONDS OF LAW: Isa-da, another adviser, and Legran.
BORN OF A SPELL: A Caster named only Black.
BREAK OF DAY: Legran, Takwan-the Crane.
BROKEN BROKEN FLINT: Another Vorgalen, Braashal and Anjeline.
BRUJIN STORM: Black and Legran.
BURNING DEADBUSH: Barmusa, Koril, Akira, Gillis, Barak, Aldego, and, Gaius.
CABAL CORPSE: Yuke-hisa, Moire
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▶PlayStation Store Review ▶ "This one of the most impressive titles I've played. I was captivated by its
depth from the start, and I couldn't get my time with it to end. For any RPG fan, this is an easy buy." ▶IGN ▶
"The game throws everything in that it can to make it interesting and fun and quite frankly addictive. And it
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works." ▶PC Game Italia ▶ "A wholly original experience - a game that has no equal. With a vast, rich, and
dynamic universe and a thrilling arcade action, it's an RPG that never gets old to play." ▶PC Zone ▶ "If you
want a game that combines the depth of an RPG with the adventurous spirit of an action-RPG, but without
the repetitive gameplay of its predecessors, then Elden Ring For Windows 10 Crack is what you have been
looking for. It is fast paced, compelling, and frenetic, leaving even hardcore RPG fans impressed." ▶ New
User Reviews Elden Ring Cracked Version was released on May 3, 2017. View some of the many new
reviews. 1. I'm new to this... the words Embodying the director's vision. The new fantasy action RPG. 21 Feb,
2017 at 17:44 Tarnished said: I played this for a long time. I didn't like it in the beginning, but when I tried
the difficulty level "Normal," I realized this is too hard... and I had fun with it. 21 Feb, 2017 at 18:35 Gagarin
said: Exciting and sharp gameplay and graphics in contrast with the grandeur of the story. I could not put
the game down. 21 Feb, 2017 at 18:47 Charred said: Elden Ring Crack For Windows is something that RPG
fans are sure to be excited about. 21 Feb, 2017 at 19:09 Yurusaki said: You have to live by the sword to
survive in this world. 21 Feb, 2017 at 19:14 Baxxo said: Thanks for reading my review! 21 Feb, 2017 at
19:20 Lightning said: The story of this game is really good and the best one I've seen. 21 Feb, 2017 at 19:25
bff6bb2d33
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■ ATTACKS Attack to defeat the enemy on your battlefield to unleash the power of your attacks, to use your
special techniques to exploit the weakness of your opponent, and to execute critical hits to deliver a lethal
blow. - Street FIGHT Effective at close range. Use the vast variety of buttons to combine attacks and special
techniques. - Combo Action System A streamlined combo system that allows you to rapidly achieve
combinations and special attacks by pressing buttons in succession. - Holy Magic Raise the power of your
magic to unleash a powerful attack. When one of your party members uses a move command, you will
receive a boost in strength, allowing you to perform more powerful moves. ■ COMPETITION Compete in a
variety of events including the Arena, the King's Challenge, and the Raid Battle, and defeat the holder of the
title of the World Champion to take the title of the World's Champion. ■ STORY A diverse adventure into the
world of the Lands Between, where you will come to know its people and experience its culture. ■
UNLOCKABLE CHARACTERS You can unlock brand-new characters by completing quests and becoming
strong. GAME SYSTEMDEX The DEX is the numerical value of a character's status and determines the course
of battle. There are 5 types of DEX: - Spirit (P) - Physical Stamina (H) - Will (W) - Body (B) - Magic Attack (M)
As the name implies, increasing the DEX of your characters increases their status, allowing you to use them
in battle more effectively. INCREASING STATUS LEVELS When a character's DEX level reaches 100, you can
increase its DEX up to a maximum of 200. Synergies The Hero and Allies: Increases the EXP that your
characters receive from their ally's actions. Rise of the Elden Ring: Increases EXP granted to your characters
when you fight multiple enemies. Arrow of Time: Increases the EXP and DEX gained from a boss battle.
Fusion: Increases EXP gained from battle. EXP GRANTS It is possible to continue story missions and obtain
EXP after the game is over. • Choose from Seven Characters Choose from seven characters based on their
attributes to customize your play style. ■ Character Tier Each character is based on a different tier. Tier 1
characters have high hit points, high attack power, and are easy to use. They

What's new:
> Thu, 06 Dec 2016 22:02:31 +0000THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG.
Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of
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the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between.
• A Vast World Full of Excitement.
A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge
dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are
seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering
unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high
sense of accomplishment.
• Create your Own Character.
In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can
freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You
can develop your character according to your play style, such as
increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic.
• An Epic Drama Born from a Myth.
A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the
various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between.
• Unique Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others.
> Thu, 06 Dec 2016 22:02:31 +0000MISSING THE BEGINNING SPIRIT
WITH THE NEXT NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG
"Addons"), you will need to use a third-party editor.**
Recommended: + Intel® Core™ i5 2.5Ghz or better + Intel® Core™
i7 2.5Ghz or better + GeForce GTX 660 or better + Intel® Core™ i
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